USA Writing Frames

Question 1 writing frame – 5 marks
Intro: ____________(give brief intro)__________________
________________________________________________________
Main: _(give 1st key feature/piece of info, include facts/figures)_______
________________________________________________________
Connective_(give 2nd key feature/piece of info, include facts/figures)___
________________________________________________________
Connective_(give 3rd key feature/piece of info, include facts/figures)___
________________________________________________________
Conclusion: The consequences of these key features were ___(answer the
question in a sentence)___________________________________________

Question 2 writing frame
Intro:
I agree to a large/small extent that _______write the question here________
____________________________________________________________
First paragraph:
The first way in which___(give reason addressing question). This involved
_____(explain)________________________________________________
This shows (then address the question – how far and explain why) __________
____________________________________________________________

Second paragraph:
The first way in which___(give reason addressing question). This involved
_____(explain)________________________________________________
This shows (then address the question – how far and explain why) __________
____________________________________________________________
Conclusion:
In conclusion I agree to a large/small extent.

Question 3 writing frame – 9 marks
Main:
First choice: The most significant factor is __________________________________
This was my first choice because ___ (give info on your first choice to show why it is first
choice) _____________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
Second choice: The second most significant factor is ___________________________
This was my second choice because ___ (give info on your second choice to show why it is
second choice) ________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
Third choice: The least significant factor is __________________________________
This was my third choice because ___ (give info on your third choice to show why it is
third) ______________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

Question 4 writing frame – 8 marks
Intro: ____(give some background info & address the question)________
________________________________________________________

Main:
The first reason why _(write topic here) was _____________________.
___(explain your reason using facts/figures/detail)_________________
________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
The second reason why _(write topic here) was ____________________.
___(explain your reason using facts/figures/detail)_________________
________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
Conclusion: ___(give your opinion on the question with support)_________
________________________________________________________

Question 5 writing frame – 12 marks
Intro: In my opinion there are many reasons why __(write the focus of the question)___.
One of the reasons for this was _(write the factor given in the question)______.
However, there are also other factors including ___(give two more reasons)____
Main: The first factor for __(write the focus of the question)_ was _(write the factor
given in the question)_. This involved___(Explain your factor in detail using
facts/figures) ________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
This was important because ______________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
The second factor for _(write the focus of the question)_ was _(write the factor given in
the question). This involved___(Explain your factor in detail using facts/figures) ______
___________________________________________________________________
This was important because ______________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
The third factor for __(write the focus of the question)_ was _(write the factor given in
the question). This involved___(Explain your factor in detail using facts/figures) _____
___________________________________________________________________
This was important because ______________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
Conclusion: Overall___(state which of your three factors was most important and why)
___________________(compare your factors) _____________________________

